THEN I’D BE SATISFIED WITH LIFE - George M. Cohan
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Intro:  

G7      C      G7      C

All I want is 50 million dollars, and seal skins to protect me from the cold

A7      Dm      Fm      C      G7      C

If I only knew how stocks would do on Wall Street, and were living in a mansion built of gold

G7      C      G7      E7

If I only owned the Pennsylvania Railroad, and if Taylor Swift would only be my wife

A7      Dm      Fm      C      G7      C

If I could only stay sixteen for-ever, then I know that I’d be satisfied with life

G7      C      G7      C

All I want are Crepe Suzettes for breakfast, and a champagne fountain sizzlin' at my feet

A7      Dm      D7      G

While Donald Trump was waiting on my table, and The Rolling Stones were playing while I eat
p.2. Then I’d Be Satisfied With Life

If I only owned the Western Union Railroad, and if Taylor Swift would only be my wife

If I could only stay sixteen for-ever, then I know that I'd be satisfied with life

Interlude:

If I could only stay sixteen for-ever, then I know that I'd be satisfied,

I know that I’d be satisfied, yes, I know that I’d be satisfied with life!
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G7    C    G7    C
All I want is 50 million dollars, and seal skins to protect me from the cold

A7    Dm    D7    G
If I only knew how stocks would do on Wall Street, and were living in a mansion built of gold

G7    C    G7    E7
If I only owned the Pennsylvania Railroad, and if Taylor Swift would only be my wife

A7    Dm    Fm    C    G7    C
If I could only stay sixteen for-ever, then I know that I’d be satisfied with life

G7    C    G7    C
All I want are Crepe Suzettes for breakfast, and a champagne fountain sizzlin' at my feet

A7    Dm    D7    G
While Donald Trump was waiting on my table, and The Rolling Stones were playing while I eat

G7    C    G7    E7
If I only owned the Western Union Railroad, and if Taylor Swift would only be my wife

A7    Dm    Fm    C    G7    C
If I could only stay sixteen for-ever, then I know that I’d be satisfied with life

Interlude:  G7    C    G7    C    A7    Dm    Fm    C    G7    C

A7    Dm    Fm    C    G7
If I could only stay sixteen for-ever, then I know that I’d be satisfied,

C    G7    C    G7    Fm    C
I know that I’d be satisfied, yes, I know that I’d be satisfied with life!